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“A powerful
„Die
Träume,flame‘s
die alleorigin is
just
Menschen
a tiny spark.“
begleiten, sollten
von den Räumen in denen
wir leben gepflegt werden.“
159,103 mm

CharlesAlighieri
Dante
Moore
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Every fire starts with sparks. Bring more life into
your living room and feel the power of the fire.
Get inspired by the cozyness and the warmth,
which is created through just a single spark.
Discover the puristic new Premium world
of Spartherm.
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Innovative and alive an architectonic ensemble

Make your dream of an energetic fireplace
come true. Day after day you discover a
unique fire with an attractive design knowing
that you own a technical masterpiece. Convert
your home into a cozy place in which you love
to return every single day.

Premium V-ASh

Premium A-3RL-60h
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Premium V-2L-80h / V-2R-80h

Premium A-U-70h
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Your luminescence is
our passion

Who dares to meet the highest expectations,
makes no compromises. Driven by the wish
for perfection we develop and manufacture
fireplaces since 30 years for an extraordinary
fireplace architecture. What makes our fireplaces so special? Simple: They are designed with
passion and heart, thought-out with the art of
handcrafting in mind and then meticulously
manufactured in the same manner.
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Rewards for our consequent design orientation:
prestigious prices and awards like the “Plus X
Award 2015“, “Iconic Award 2015“, the “Plus
X Award - Best Design Brand 2015/16“, or the
“German Design Award Special 2016“.
Our main goal: We want to see the fire burning
in your eyes. Because you are a part of our
fascination for fire.

“Excellent design, the eye for details and overwhelming
customer values are part of every Spartherm fireplace.“
Gerhard Manfred Rokossa
Founder and managing director of Spartherm
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Premium V-ASh
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Puristisches Design von
beispielloser Eleganz
Contemporary design and pristine,
minimalistic lines
„Die Form ist nicht das Ziel, sondern das Resultat.“
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe

“Words are just painted fire, but a view is the fire itself.“
							Mark Twain
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Premium A-U-70h

Enjoying the beauty of fire
With the Premium A-U-70h the fire experience becomes
a very special event. The mesmerizing flames create a nice
atmosphere from all angles and turn every room into a
lifestyle oasis.
The model especially functions great for emphasizing specific
room features or simply as an elegant room divider.
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Premium V-2R-80h

No wishes are left open
“The shape is not the aim, but the result.“
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
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Premium V-2R-80h
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Perfect elegance for
your favourite room
With the corner models Premium V-2L/2R you create
individual accents in every room and provide infinite
view on the fire from two angles. The narrow shape
especially convinces through technical details and
combines a cozy warmth with an efficient fire.
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Premium V-2L-80h

An ambience with style
and cozyness
“ Who understands the geometry, may understand everything in this world.“
								 Galileo Galilei
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Premium A-3RL-60h

Fire is the way
to well-being
“A detail is not a detail, but what makes the product.“
						Charles Eames
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Premium A-3RL-60h

Infinite freedom
The model A-3RL-60h convinces through its innovative technology, its ecological orientation, the
outstanding design and functionality, and its easy
handling. It provides a view on the fire from three
angles - a real highlight of our Premium models,
which creates an incredible sense of well-being.
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A-3RL-60h
Premium A-3RL-80h
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Straight lines combined
with timeless design
“A design should basically make a product speak.“
Dieter Rams
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Design. Quality. Function.
Handcrafting.

Our fireplaces are the heart of appealing fire
aesthetics. A unique feature of the Premium line
is the minimalistic design, focused on the essence
of a fireplace: the fire itself. For us the experience
of the mesmerizing flames is always the most
important thing.

Quality
Made in Germany, made by Spartherm.
Best materials, meticulous manufacturing and the
consequent approach to create a premium product
ensure highest functionality and longevity.
Condition
The hidden handle features an elegant and sophisticated
construction and is completely flush to the frame. It
makes operating the door super easy.
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Functionality
The best example for high functionality and
appealing design into every detail: the air control lever for an optimal adjustment of the fire.
Its mimimalistic apperance perfectly integrates
into the allover sleek design of the fireplace.

Handcrafting
Countless worksteps are neccessary to
create an outstanding fireplace. The excellent Spartherm quality is the result of huge
amounts of experience, know-how and
handcrafting with no compromises.
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Innovation. Clarity. Efficiency.

Spartherm Fireplaces create an eyecather in every
interior concept - and feature a variety of advantages.

Clear view
Separated glass spanes made of consistent glass
ceramics allow an unrestricted enjoyment of the
flames. Your advantage: The glass panes can be
opened very easily and can also be cleaned with
ease.

A world‘s first
Edgeless, fretless, flush - a world‘s first.
It is those technical innovations with regards to
glass pane architecture that makes Germanys
market leader Sprtherm create an impressive piece
of art out of a fireplace.
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Double glass panes
The sophistically constructed double pane system
of the Premium V-ASh features a perfect view on
the fire and at the same time guarantees an optimal insulation in order to prevent the showroom
from heating up with our large front windows.
The fact that the security glass can be cleaned very
easily increases your joy with the fire day by day.

Efficiency
High efficiencies thanks to advanced engineering the award-winning Spartherm fireplaces guarantee
an especially efficient usage and optimal utilization
of the energy. The premium fireplaces are constructed
with sustainability in mind, environment friendly and
budget-saving.
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Convincing variety
for your good taste

Technical details Premium V-ASh
Dimensions (H x W x D)*:
Dimensions concrete frame (H x W x D)*:
Flue outlet cast iron dome:
Combustion air connection:
Weight:
Combustion chamber lining:
Door height:
Glass pane dimensions (W x H)*:
Amount of wood:
Heat output:
Heat output area:
Combustion air temperature
at flue connector:
Exhaust mass flow:
Efficiency:
Min. delivery pressure:
CO-content:
Dust content:
Requirements:

see page 8 and following
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*dimensions without concrete lintel

1.296 x 955 x 555 mm
892x1233x122
Ø 180 mm
SVS connection Ø 150 mm
212 kg
chamotte
338 mm
847 x 338 mm
2,1 kg/h
7,0 kW
4,9 - 9,1 kW
275°C
7,0 g/s
> 80 %
12 Pa
< 1.250 mg/Nm3
< 40 mg/Nm3
DIN 13229, DIN plus, 15a,
1st and 2nd level of the 		
German Federal Pollution 		
Control Ordinance (BImSchV).

Technical details Premium V-2L-80h / Premium V-2R-80h
Dimensions (H x W x D):
Flue outlet cast iron dome:
Combustion air connection:
Weight:
Combustion chamber lining:
Door height:
Glass pane dimensions (W x H x D):
Amount of wood:
Heat output:
Heat output area:
Combustion air temperature
at flue connector:
Exhaust mass flow:
Efficiency:
Min. delivery pressure:
CO-content:
Dust content:
Requirements:

1.561 x 995 x 592 mm
Ø 250 mm
SVS connection Ø 150 mm
upon request
chamotte
501 mm
806 x 501 x 406 mm
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
> 80 %
12 Pa
< 1.250 mg/Nm3
< 40 mg/Nm3
DIN 13229, DIN plus, 15a,
1st and 2nd level of the 		
German Federal Pollution 		
Control Ordinance (BImSchV).

see page 12 and following
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The naturalness of perfection

Technical details Premium A-U-70h
Dimensions (H x W x D):
Flue outlet cast iron dome:
Combustion air connection:
Weight:
Combustion chamber lining:
Door height:
Glass pane dimensions (W x H x D):
Amount of wood:
Heat output:
Heat output area:
Combustion air temperature
at flue connector:
Exhaust mass flow:
Efficiency:
Min. delivery pressure:
CO-content:
Dust content:
Requirements:
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see page10 and following

1.385 x 675 x 1028 mm
Ø 200/250 mm
Ø 150 mm
upon request
chamotte
489 mm
495 x 460 x 704 mm
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
upon request
DIN 13229, DIN plus, 15a,
1st and 2nd level of the 			
German Federal Pollution 			
Control Ordinance (BImSchV).

Technical details Premium A-3RL-60h
Dimensions (H x W x D):
Flue outlet cast iron dome:
Combustion air connection:
Weight:
Combustion chamber lining:
Door height:
Glass pane dimensions (W x H x D):
Amount of wood:
Heat output:
Heat output area:
Combustion air temperature
at flue connector:
Exhaust mass flow:
Efficiency:
Min. delivery pressure:
CO-content:
Dust content:
Requirements:

see page 20 and following

1.476 x 748 x 592 mm
Ø 200/250 mm
SVS connection Ø 150 mm
321 kg
chamotte
533 mm
544 x 526 x 318 mm
2,2 kg/h
7,5 kW
5,3 - 9,8 kW
310°C
7,0 g/s
> 80 %
12 Pa
< 1.250 mg/Nm3
< 40 mg/Nm3
DIN 13229, DIN plus, 15a,
1st and 2nd level of the 				
German Federal Pollution 				
Control Ordinance (BImSchV).
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Technical details Premium A-3RL-80h
Dimensions (H x W x D):
Flue outlet cast iron dome:
Combustion air connection:
Weight:
Combustion chamber lining:
Door height:
Glass pane dimensions (W x H x D):
Amount of wood:
Heat output:
Heat output area:
Combustion air temperature
at flue connector:
Exhaust mass flow:
Efficiency:
Min. delivery pressure:
CO-content:
Dust content:
Requirements:
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see page 22 and following

1.561 x 970 x 648 mm
Ø 250 mm
SVS connection Ø 150 mm
upon request
chamotte
501 mm
796 x 501x 413 mm
upon request
11,4 kW
7,9 - 14,8 kW
275°C
12,6 g/s
> 80 %
12 Pa
< 1.250 mg/Nm3
< 40 mg/Nm3
DIN 13229, DIN plus, 15a,
1st and 2nd level of the 				
German Federal Pollution 				
Control Ordinance (BImSchV).

With love
for detail
With optimal adjusted accessories you enhance the
living comfort with a fascinating fire even more.
For our Premium fireplaces we can offer you numerous system extensions, which lead to an even
greater enjoyment of warmth and fire. These are
for instance our electronic control modules that
significantly increase the efficiency and provide
a sustainable combustion as well as featuring
additional comfort.
With the matching frames and the help of your
specialized dealer you create a unique piece of
art out of your Spartherm fireplace.
Further information about our comprehensive
accessory portfolio you can get under
www.spartherm.com
or from our qualified specialized dealers.
Fire via remote
You can also enjoy premium comfort with the
remote control kit for our excellent fireplaces.
The window pane mechanism is easily controlled
via a self-constructed, sleek looking remote.
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Excellence from
one single source

Being the market leader for Premium fireplaces, our
focus lays not only on meticulous engineering and
extraordinary design.
Also when it comes to choosing the right partner
we are ensuring highest customer service quality,
perfection in installation, engagement and sophistication for those details that make the difference.
In order for your Spartherm fireplace to become an
exclusive piece, we only collaborate with partners
who meet our high quality expectations and who
are capable of offering you the best service all from
one source. Our partners gladly accompany you
with every single step from consulting to the final
installation. So that you can enjoy the sense of
being looked-after right from the start.
More information about our fireplaces and partners
you can find under
www.spartherm.com/premium
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www.spartherm.com

Your specialized dealer

SPARTHERM Feuerungstechnik GmbH
Maschweg 38
D-49324 Melle
Tel. +49 5422/94 41-0
Fax +49 5422/94 41-14
info@spartherm.com
www.spartherm.com
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